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Abstract: Following the outbreak of novel coronavirus disease, the rising concerns about 
the prevalence of alcohol-based hand sanitizers’ inappropriate use and substandard products 
in the market create an ongoing safety concern. They can cause frequent exposure of 
microorganisms to below the alcohol concentrations to the range recommended for infection 
prevention and development of mutations. Thus, it is invaluable to sensitize the scientific 
community for further researches to provide additional evidence. Additionally, regulation of 
quality and proper use of alcohol-based hand sanitizers should be effectively promoted. This 
commentary justifies the impact of COVID-19 on the current and future use of alcohol-based 
hand sanitizers. 
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Commentary
Following its outbreak, the contagious novel coronavirus (COVID-19) spread more 
rapidly across the world. It becomes an unprecedented challenge to global health.1–4 

Due to no effective antiviral drug discovered yet, the World Health Organization 
(WHO) recommended vaccines and preventive measures to fight and stay safe from 
it. Especially in developing countries, keeping hand hygiene using soap and water 
or alcohol-based hand sanitizers (ABHSs) plays an inevitable role in inactivating 
and preventing the spread.5–8

Unless hands are visibly soiled, alcohol-based hand sanitizer is preferred to keep 
hand hygiene in most healthcare settings and communities during COVID-19.9–11 It 
should be due to ABHS is time and cost-effective, available at the point of care, has 
improved skin tolerance and broad microbiological spectrum. Thus, the emergent 
COVID-19 situation caused a sudden spike in demand of ABHSs, generated 
a substantial shortage in supply, less rigorous quality control, and prevalence of 
inappropriate use and substandard products in the market.9,10,12,13

Amid COVID-19, inappropriate use, less rigorous quality control, and the 
increased prevalence of substandard ABHS products in the markets can create 
ongoing safety concerns. They can cause frequent microbial exposure to low 
doses or substandard concentrations of alcohol. It becomes ineffective and leads 
to the development of mutation.13–16 Especially utilizing ABHSs at five moments in 
the healthcare setting amid COVID-19 can lead to prolonged exposure of suscep-
tible resident bacteria on human hands to below alcoholic concentrations range 
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recommended for infection prevention. It generates 
a progressive stepwise accumulation of natural mutations 
and emerging of alcoholic tolerance in microbes.

Because ABHS is the most commonly used disinfec-
tant, the development of resistance mutation can put more 
burdens on already struggling healthcare professionals and 
global growing problems in healthcare.17–19 It clarifies the 
chance for the failure of using ABHSs mainly for hygienic 
hand disinfection in the healthcare setting and community 
in the near future if the current trend continues.

Conclusion
Amid COVID-19, in addition to dynamic human life 
losses, the inappropriate use and prevalence of substandard 
alcohol-based sanitizer are highly increased. Misuse and 
substandard products can lead to common resident bacteria 
on human hand exposure to a low dose of alcohol (sub- 
disinfecting concentrations). It creates a chance for step-
wise accumulation of resistance mutations. In the near 
future, it can be a great challenge to use ABHSs.

Operational Definition
Alcohol: Isopropanol, ethanol, n-propanol, or their 
combinations.

Five essential moments: before patient contact, before 
clean/aseptic procedures, after the risk of body fluids, after 
patient contact, and after contact with patient 
surroundings.

Resident bacteria on human hands: include Enterococcus 
faecalis, Staphylococcus epidermidis, Staphylococcus war-
neri, Acinetobacter lwoffii, Enterobacter cloacae, Klebsiella 
pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pseudomonas fluor-
escens/putida, Staphylococcusaureus.
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